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ABSTRACT
Kinematic and acoustic measures were

made to explore the relationship between
the two. Results indicate that measures of
F2 onset and offset, previously
hypothesized to be likely indices of extent
of gesture overlap, can in some cases be
predicted with good reliability from
kinematic measures.

INTRODUCTION
In two recent papers (Weismer, Tjaden,

& Kent, in press a,b) we have argued that
acoustic measures can serve as indices of
articulatory gesture overlap. Measures of
onset and offset frequencies of the second
formant (FZ) in CV and VC sequences
have, in certain situations, been shown to
vary in a manner consistent with a logical
analysis of gesture overlap. However, in
the absence of data relating aspects of
actual articulatory gestures to the acoustic
output of the vocal tract, the relative
goodness of these inferences will remain
unknown. The purpose of this paper is
therefore to report some exploratory
coanalysis of x-ray rnicrobeam data and
speech acoustic measures from selected
speakers and utterances. In particular, we
were interested in the extent to which
certain kinematic measures could be used
to predict F2 onset and offset measures.
The relative goodness of these predictions
should point to some guidelines for the
inference of articulatory behavior from
acoustic measures.

METHODS
Kinematic and acoustic data were

collected as part of the x-ray microbeam
data base project (Westbury, 1994). The
data base consists of over fifly speakers

who produced a common speech sample of

material ranging fi'om simple syllables tot

relatively lengthy reading passage.

Subjects

The completed analysis will be based on

ten speakers. In the present report, data

are presented for two speakers, includinga

male aged 28 years (W7) and a female

aged 20 years (JW31). Both subjects had

normal orofacial structures, spoke a dialect

generally described as Greater American

Midwest (one speaker grew up in Iowa, the

other Wisconsin), and reported no history

of speech or language problems.

Speech Sample
Kinematic and acoustic measures were

obtained from the sequence lubIg/ in the

utterance, The other one is tat—1112

Between 15 and 20 repetitions of this

utterance were produced by each subject,

these repetitions including several at

slower-than-normal and faster-than-nomtal

speaking rates. The rate variation was

desirable for the present analyses, becaUSe

ofthe presumed effect of rate on the extent

0f gesture overlap (see, for example,

Munhall & Lofqvist, 1992; Tjaden,

Weismer, & Kent, 1994) and thus on

variation in F2 onset and offset.
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Data Collection

X-ray microbearn data for the two
subjects reported herein were collected
using the standard array of 11 pellet
locations used throughout the data base

project. For the purposes of the present
project, attention was focussed on the three
pellets attached at the mid-ventral, mid-

dorsal, and dorsal tongue locations (see

Westbury, 1994, p. 39). The approximate

distances of these pellets from the tongue
apex (measured along the surface of the

extended tongue) were 25, 44, and 60 mm,

respectively (the dorsal pellet was not

tracked in subject JW7 due to technical

problems at the time of data collection).
The speech acoustic signal was digitized

and stored synchronously with the pellet
position histories. Complete technical
details concerning data collection for the x-
ray microbeam data base project are
provided in Westbury (1994).

Measures
The measures taken in the current

investigation are summarized in Fig. l,
which shows pellet time histories in the x
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Figure ]. Grqohic summary ofmeasures

dimension (antero-posterior) for the mid-
Ventral (Tl), mid-dorsal (TBZX), and
dorsal ('I'Dx) markers, as well as the
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synchronized acoustic waveform of the
lubIg/ sequence. Downward pellet time
histories reflect posterior tongue
movement, and upward histories forward
tongue movements. The pattern shown in
Fig. 1, where all pellets describe a U-
shaped path throughout the sequence of
interest, characterized each utterance
analyzed for the present report. This

pattern is consistent with the phonetic

expectation of tongue backing for the /u/

and then fronting for the /I/. The point in
time at which the movement began to be

directed forward usually occurred within
the /b/ closure interval, but sometimes

occurred prior to the acoustic evidence of

the onset ofthe closure interval. Using this
point in time, we defined DTl, DTB2x,

and D'I'Dx as the temporal interval between

the onset of the forward-directed motion

and the first glottal pulse of the vowel /I/ in

big. The first glottal pulse for /I/ was

chosen as the termination point for this

temporal measure because it serves as the

location of the F20n measure we have

evaluated as an index of gesture overlap.

We reasoned that variations in the duration

of this interval of tongue movement might

be correlated with F20n, if earlier onsets of

the forward~directed tongue movement

could be interpreted as greater overlap

between the lingual and labial gestures for

this phonetic sequence.

We also measured the amount of

forward movement throughout these

temporal intervals, indicated in Fig. 1 as

ATB bg ATBZx, and ATDx. We reasoned

that variations of extent of forward

movement may also be correlated with

variations in F20n.

The acoustic measures taken included

the F20n value measured above, the F203

value of /u/, measured at the last glottal

pulse preceding the closure interval, the /b/

closure duration and the /b/ VOT. Formant




